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The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted life  

worldwide. Globally, governments have attempted 

to slow the spread of the disease by promoting 

“social distancing” guidelines, including staying at 

least 6 feet (2 meters) away from anyone outside 

one’s household.1 Early in the implementation of 

social distancing, the World Health Organization 

(WHO) announced that the term “physical  

distancing” better captured the essence of the 

guidelines, such that people should remain 

physically but not socially distant from others.2 

The same recommendation was independently 

decided by the (World Happiness Report Editors) 

on the same day, at the March 20 virtual launch of 

World Happiness Report (WHR) 2020. Although 

the term “social distancing” continues to be 

widely used (including within peer-reviewed 

journals), because the topic of this chapter is 

about maintaining connections while distancing, 

we adopt the WHO and WHR recommendation  

to use “physical distancing.” 

Physical separation curtails the spread of the 

virus, yet the practice of physical distancing 

inherently limits people’s in-person social  

interactions, which may narrow their sense of 

social connection.3 The reduction in the physical 

availability of social connections is concerning, as 

over a century of research has proven how crucial 

social connection is for well-being.4 Aware of the 

potential negative consequences to well-being 

posed by COVID-19 and its sequelae, researchers 

in the social, behavioral, and clinical sciences have 

published urgent calls for action to mitigate the 

disease’s potential harms.5 One noteworthy and 

particularly relevant potential harm discussed by 

these researchers is the possible increase in social 

isolation and strife in intimate relationships, which 

can be exacerbated by the many sources of stress 

(social, financial, health, etc.) associated with  

the pandemic. However, it is important to note 

that physical distancing—which permits social 

interaction with housemates, digital interactions 

with the outside world, and is imposed on entire 

regions, not solitary individuals—is not the same 

as social isolation.6

As such, COVID-19 has imposed a myriad of 

consequences for health and well-being globally. 

Understanding how and why well-being has 

shifted due to the pandemic is especially important 

given its unknown trajectory. Indeed, although 

vaccines are being distributed globally, it is 

unclear when daily life will revert to pre-pandemic 

times, given the persistence of spikes in cases 

worldwide. Furthermore, published literature 

reviews about past pandemics have revealed that 

quarantining or separating those who may be 

infected to minimize the spread of a disease leads 

to long-lasting negative psychological effects—a 

finding that is important to keep in mind as the 

pandemic continues.7 Accordingly, the goal of this 

chapter is to advance understanding of how the 

COVID-19 pandemic has impacted overall well- 

being and social connection across the globe by 

reviewing relevant research published in 2020.

Psychological well-being  
during COVID-19

The negative psychological impact of COVID-19 

has been observed across the world. In a  

U.S. study examining people’s experiences  

from January 2020 (N = 1,010) to June 2020  

(N = 3,020), reports of happiness and life  

satisfaction saw one of the largest declines during 

the pandemic, along with mental and physical 

health, together with more modest declines in 

meaning in life and overall flourishing.8 In a study 

that followed about 2,000 respondents in the U.K. 

from June 2019 to June 2020, researchers found 

that positive emotions (i.e., happy, energetic, 

inspired, optimistic, and content) became less 

prevalent and some negative emotions (i.e., sad, 

stressed, scared, frustrated) worsened during the 

initial outbreak in March, but most eventually 

recovered to pre-pandemic levels during the 

lockdown in May.9 Interestingly, other negative 

emotional states actually declined (i.e., loneliness, 

apathy) or remained stable (i.e., boredom) during 

the month of the outbreak but began rising as  

the lockdown progressed.

Although the negative psychological impact of 

the COVID-19 pandemic is readily apparent, some 

people are doing surprisingly well. In France, 

researchers surveyed participants three times 

between April 1 and May 6, 2020, and found that 

these respondents, especially those who had low 
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exposure to the disease, reported increases in 

health and well-being during the quarantine, 

regardless of income level.10 Other research found 

no change in life satisfaction from before to 

during the pandemic. In a sample of adults mostly 

from the U.S. and U.K. (N = 336), respondents 

reported no changes to their life satisfaction from 

mid-February to late May 2020.11

Protective factors and risk factors  
for positive and negative well-being

In light of the growing research on the pandemic, 

particular patterns have emerged about who is 

faring better or worse. Here we outline several 

protective factors and risk factors for positive  

and negative well-being during COVID-19 (see 

Figure 6.1).

Protective factors for positive well-being

Psychological Characteristics. First, a number of 

psychological characteristics, such as extraversion, 

grit, gratitude, and resilience, have been shown 

 to be protective factors for well-being during 

COVID-19.

Personality. Some researchers have investigated 

the role that personality may play in protecting 

people’s well-being during the pandemic. A 

snowball sampling study that included 516 U.S. 

adults who responded to a survey between April 

and June 2020 demonstrated that extraversion 

was negatively associated with distancing, while 

conscientiousness, agreeableness, and neuroticism 

were positively related to distancing.12 However,  

as distancing behavior increased, extraversion 

was related to more positive affect, less negative 

affect, and greater life satisfaction. This pattern  

Figure 6.1: Psychological well-being during COVID-19
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of results may be accounted for by extraverts 

engaging in relatively more online social activities, 

such as virtual chatting. Thus, having an extraverted 

personality appears to serve as a unique protective 

factor for individuals’ well-being during COVID-19. 

Positive Psychological Characteristics. Research 

also suggests that several positive psychological 

characteristics may protect well-being, broadly 

defined, during the pandemic. For example, in a 

cross-sectional study of 878 community-dwelling 

older adults (60 to 80 years old) in Spain surveyed 

three weeks after lockdown instructions, the three 

variables that showed significant associations 

with personal growth and purpose in life were 

gratitude, resilience, and good family functioning.13 

Accordingly, although older adults are at a higher 

risk for contracting COVID-19, those with psycho-

logical resources appear to be buffered from 

declines in personal growth or purpose in life, 

regardless of whether they are “young-old”  

(60 to 70) or “old-old” (71 to 80). 

Similarly, a study following 86 undergraduates 

from before their university’s campus closure 

(January 27 to March 10, 2020) to the end of the 

semester (April 30 to May 20, 2020) found that 

gratitude and grit were associated with greater 

well-being, while grit was also associated with 

greater resilience.14 Finally, a study of 5,115  

participants in China conducted in mid-February 

2020 found that, although longer time spent in 

quarantine was linked with worse well-being 

outcomes, experiencing flow was protective of 

well-being.15 The researchers point to the value of 

distraction conferred by the experience of flow; 

that is, during a time filled with uncertainty, being 

absorbed in something neutral or positive during 

the pandemic may benefit well-being.

Social Factors. Along with psychological factors, 

social factors and social behaviors—including  

the quality and quantity of people’s social  

relationships—have also been shown to protect 

well-being during the pandemic. 

Quality of Social Relationships. Researchers 

have examined the quality of people’s social 

relationships and social interactions during 

COVID-19. For example, among a survey of adults 

primarily from the U.S. and U.K, increases in the 

sense of connectedness from before to during the 

pandemic were associated with increases in life 

satisfaction, while increases in loneliness were 

associated with decreases in life satisfaction.16 

Furthermore, a survey of 1,059 participants in  

the U.S. (in April and May 2020 for community- 

dwelling adults and in March and April 2020 for 

undergraduates) found that positivity resonance, 

or shared feelings of positivity and caring for 

another, explained the relationship between trait 

resilience and better mental health during the 

pandemic.17 Similarly, researchers have found that 

higher levels of relatedness (i.e., connectedness) 

during COVID-19 were associated with greater 

well-being.18 The same research team conducted a 

single-timepoint intervention study of 215 MTurk 

workers, aimed at increasing psychological needs. 

In this study, the sense of relatedness mediated 

the relationship between the psychological needs 

intervention (i.e., asking participants to provide 

instances when they felt a sense of autonomy, 

competence, and relatedness during the pandemic) 

and mental well-being.

Quantity of Social Relationships. In addition  

to the quality of one’s social relationships, the 

number of relationships people have access to 

during COVID-19 has also been related to well- 

being. In a study of 902 Austrians surveyed once 

in late April 2020, researchers found that those 

who had larger social networks (i.e., a greater 

number of social connections) reported less  

stress and worry during the lockdown.19 These 

findings suggest that having a team of people  

to rely on for support, rather than a specific  

close other, may be protective of well-being 

during the pandemic.

Prosocial Behavior. Prosocial (or helping) 

behavior is a type of social behavior that has  

been shown to improve well-being in many 

studies before the pandemic.20 Furthermore, prior 

research has demonstrated that some people 

engage in prosocial behavior when under stress or 

during an emergency, such as following Hurricane 

Katrina.21 Accordingly, some researchers have 

explored helping behavior during the pandemic.  

A study of over 50,000 U.K. adults found that 

they reported greater life satisfaction on days  

in which individuals engaged in volunteering.22 

Similarly, 389 Prolific, participants between  

April 16 to 17, 2020 and 1,234 Prolific participants 

between April 24 to 30, 2020 reported greater 
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well-being (i.e., positive affect) after prosocial 

spending.23 As such, engaging in prosocial  

behavior during the pandemic appears to confer 

benefits to well-being.

Researchers have not only explored the effects 

of performing prosocial behaviors but of receiving 

them. For example, in a survey of 437 U.S. adoles-

cents completed in mid-April 2020, engaging in 

prosocial behavior during COVID-19 was associated 

with greater anxiety, burdensomeness, and social 

responsibility; however, receiving prosocial acts 

was associated with fewer depressive symptoms 

and greater belongingness.24 This research provides 

preliminary evidence that people reach out and 

help others during the pandemic when they are 

struggling or perceive others as struggling—for 

example, when they are perceiving more threat, 

experiencing greater anxiety, or feeling the need 

to help. By contrast, those who receive support 

during the pandemic are higher in well-being and 

belongingness. 

Other research has explored why people might 

choose to engage in prosocial behavior during 

the pandemic. In a study that followed 600 U.S. 

adults across four weeks (n = 150 at each time-

point) from March 24 to April 14, 2020, individuals 

who reported acute anxiety and high physiological 

arousal, indicative of higher perceived threat 

imminence, reported more prosocial behaviors.25 

Furthermore, greater perceived COVID-19 threat 

was linked to greater everyday acts of kindness. 

Thus, having high perceptions of threat may be 

one trigger for engaging in more prosocial behavior 

during the pandemic. However, the data in this 

study were correlational, and the objects of 

people’s reported threat perceptions (i.e., threat 

to self vs. threat to others) were unclear. One 

possibility is that people help other individuals 

when they perceive these others to be at risk for 

disease or related adverse outcomes. In sum, 

although many are looking for ways to improve 

their well-being during the COVID-19 pandemic, 

more experimental research needs to be conducted 

to identify the optimal prosocial or social  

interventions tailored to people’s needs and 

challenges during these unprecedented times.

Time Use. Given massive shifts in observed daily 

behaviors during COVID-19, studies have begun  

to examine specific behaviors in an attempt to 

identify which are most strongly related to 

well-being.

Social Media Use. Although some research 

suggests that engaging with social media may 

have adverse effects on well-being, other research 

points to the possibility of social media producing 

positive outcomes. In a sample of 1,412 participants 

from Italy who were recruited online in mid-March 

2020, using social media as a way to express 

emotions to overcome hardships was related to 

post-traumatic growth, which in turn was related 

to greater prosocial behavior.26 Furthermore, 

perceptions of stronger online social support were 

associated with greater well-being, which in turn 

was related to greater prosocial behavior as well.

Moreover, research has examined how specific 

social networking sites are associated with 

well-being; for example, active usage of Instagram 

was linked to both greater satisfaction with life 

and higher negative affect.27 Thus, more research 

on specific social networking sites and their 

individual features may better explain their links 

to well-being. Relatedly, recent evidence suggests 

that interactions that include voice (e.g., phone, 

video chat, or voice chat) lead to stronger social 

connection compared to those without voice.28 

Thus, although more post-pandemic research  

is needed, the ways in which one engages with 

social media and whether voice is involved  

appears to impact whether positive or adverse 

outcomes follow. 

Daily Activities. Engagement in daily physical 

activity has been a recurring theme in recent 

research, with more frequent exercise related  

to increased well-being during the pandemic. 

Interestingly, researchers examining changes in 

people’s activities in France, Germany, the U.S., 

and the U.K. (N = 23,210) from before to during 

the pandemic via Apple navigation requests, 

Google location data, and previously published 

survey data found that physical activity was the 

only activity that increased consistently in each 

country during the pandemic.29 Many other 

studies corroborate this finding, showing that 

exercising during the pandemic predicts higher 

well-being. In a sample of about 600 adults in 

Ireland surveyed a day after stay-at-home orders, 

those who spent more time outdoors and engaged 

in activities such as exercising or going for a walk 
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reported more positive affect and less negative 

affect.30 In a sample of 13,696 participants from 

99 countries who were surveyed between March 

29 and May 7, 2020, those who exercised nearly 

every day during the pandemic reported more 

positive moods.31 Similarly, increases in exercising, 

as well as gardening, were negatively associated 

with depression and anxiety and positively  

associated with life satisfaction.32 Thus, it appears 

that people may be increasing their exercise 

routine during COVID-19, and those who do so 

report being happier.

Circumstantial Factors. Along with psychological 

and social factors, research has found that  

circumstantial factors (i.e., older age) may be 

protective of well-being during the pandemic.

Demographic Factors. While a number of 

demographic factors have been revealed as risk 

factors for worse well-being during the pandemic 

(see below), mixed evidence has emerged about 

whether age is a risk or protective factor. For 

example, in a sample of 945 Americans between 

the ages of 18 and 76 assessed in April 2020, 

older adults reported relatively greater emotional 

well-being, even in a global pandemic.33 More 

research is needed to identify whether age is a 

risk or protective factor of well-being, as well as 

to establish whether other demographic factors 

might protect well-being during the pandemic.

Risk factors for negative well-being

Psychological Characteristics. Research has 

revealed that two types of psychological  

characteristics—namely, intolerance for uncertainty 

and pre-existing mental health conditions—appear 

to be risk factors for worse well-being during 

COVID-19.

Intolerance for Uncertainty. Having an  

intolerance for uncertainty or feeling a lack of 

control has been shown to produce negative 

outcomes during the pandemic. For example, in a 

single timepoint study of 1,772 Turkish individuals, 

intolerance for uncertainty demonstrated a direct 

effect on well-being, with rumination and fear of 

COVID-19 serially mediating this relationship.34  

As such, because many aspects of the pandemic 

have been uncertain (e.g., transmission risk, 

availability of a vaccine, duration of antibodies), 

those with an intolerance for uncertainty are 

reporting particularly poor well-being, especially 

if they also tend to ruminate or have fears about 

the disease.

Pre-Existing Mental Health Conditions. Those 

who have pre-existing mental health conditions 

may be especially at risk for worse well-being 

during the pandemic. In the study of more than 

50,000 U.K. adults surveyed seven times, having 

pre-existing mental or physical health conditions 

was associated with severe depressive symptoms 

(which were prevalent in 11% of the study  

population) during the pandemic.35 Similarly, in 

the study of 3,077 U.K. adults who were surveyed 

three times during the pandemic beginning March 

31 to April 9, 2020, those with pre-existing mental 

health conditions were more likely to report  

worse well-being compared to those without 

pre-existing mental health conditions.36 Further 

research is needed to replicate these results, as 

well as to better understand the unique impacts 

of particular types of pre-existing conditions (e.g., 

depression, anxiety, chronic health problems, etc.).

Social Factors. Social factors and social behaviors— 

including the extent to which people engage in 

distancing behavior and whether they have 

high-quality social relationships—have also been 

shown to be risk factors for worse well-being 

during the pandemic. 

Engaging in Distancing. Physical distancing 

policies instituted worldwide to mitigate COVID-19 

may have adverse impacts on people’s well-being. 

For example, in a study with 435 U.S. adults in 

March 2020, those who distanced reported 

increases in depressive symptoms, generalized 

anxiety disorder, intrusive thoughts, and acute 

stress.37 Moreover, this effect remained when 

accounting for people’s social resources, such  

as social support and the size of their social 

Perceptions of stronger online 
social support were associated 
with greater well-being, which  
in turn was related to greater  
prosocial behavior.
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networks. Future research could seek to  

understand the impact of distancing itself on 

well-being, as well as what context, type, duration, 

and frequency of distancing is optimal. 

Quality of Social Relationships. The quality of 

people’s social relationships and social interactions 

during the pandemic were also found to be risk 

factors for worse well-being and mental health 

during COVID-19. For example, increases in 

loneliness from before to during the pandemic 

were associated with decreases in life satisfaction 

among U.S. and U.K. adults.38 Furthermore, in the 

study of more than 50,000 U.K. adults, having 

poor social support was associated with severe 

depressive symptoms (which were prevalent in 

11% of the study population).39 Research during 

the pandemic has demonstrated that those who 

experience relational issues such as abuse (both 

physical and psychological) report worse outcomes. 

In a study of 44,775 U.K. adults surveyed between 

late March and late April 2020, among those 

experiencing physical abuse, 27% reported severe 

depressive symptoms, 22% reported severe 

anxiety symptoms, 24% had thoughts of self-harm 

or suicide, and 41% reported self-harm behaviors.40 

Those experiencing psychological abuse exhibited 

similar patterns, albeit to a lesser extent. Similarly, 

in the study of more than 50,000 U.K. adults, 

experiencing physical or psychological abuse was 

associated with severe depressive symptoms.41

Types of Social Relationships. Different types 

of social relationships have also been found to 

differentially impact people’s well-being during 

the pandemic. For example, some parents and 

children appear to have experienced diminished 

well-being. In a June 2020 study of parents with 

children under the age of 18, 27% of parents 

personally reported worse well-being, and 14% 

reported worse behavioral problems in their 

children since March 2020.42 Changes in daily  
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life prompted by the shift to online learning and 

remote work may be especially challenging for 

both children and their parents.

Time Use. Studies have begun to identify specific 

daily behaviors during COVID-19 that may be risk 

factors for worse well-being and mental health 

during COVID-19.

Social Media Use. For example, research has 

touched on the ramifications of interacting with 

social media during COVID-19. In a study of 558 

participants living in Wuhan from early February, 

those who used social media more often reported 

greater depression and secondary trauma.43 In a 

different study from China conducted at the 

beginning of the pandemic, interacting with social 

media more frequently was associated with a 

higher likelihood of anxiety and the combination 

of both depression and anxiety.44 Parallel data 

comes from a study of 6,329 U.S. adults surveyed 

in March 2020: those who used social media were 

more likely to report relatively greater mental 

distress.45 Similarly, a study of 604 adults in 

Ireland reported greater negative affect when 

using social media.46 Although social connection is 

vital in times of stress, such as a global pandemic, 

and many may use social media to connect with 

others while at a physical distance, research 

seems to point to social media having detrimental 

psychological outcomes.47

One possibility for why social media has been 

associated with worse emotional outcomes during 

the pandemic was raised by a study of 17,865 users 

of Weibo (a Chinese social media site) in China. 

Compared to the language used on Weibo before 

the declaration of the pandemic (mid-January, 

2020), people used more negative emotion 

words, fewer positive emotion words, and fewer 

life satisfaction words after the declaration of the 

pandemic in China (late-January, 2020).28 Thus, 

although reaching out to friends and family over 

social media may strengthen connections, the 

negative sentiment on social media may make 

people who are scrolling through or contributing 

to posts feel objectively worse.

Online News Sources. In addition to using 

social media, digital news outlets have been a 

common way for people to seek out COVID-19- 

related information. Given the myriad of fears 

about the pandemic, people may be searching for 

ways to gain more control and knowledge of how 

to best stay protected.49 However, in a large study 

of U.S. adults, those who consulted a larger 

number of media sources for COVID-related 

information reported greater mental distress.50 

Similar evidence comes from the U.K. study of 

55,204 adults: Those who spent more time 

following COVID-19 news reported greater  

depression, more anxiety, and worse life  

satisfaction.51 Therefore, research indicates that 

consulting news media sources—particularly a 

large number of sources and for a longer period 

of time—may lead to worse psychological  

outcomes. Alternatively, individuals who are 

already distressed may be more likely to seek  

out information about COVID-19.

Another possibility raised by these studies is 

the potential “overdose” of information that may 

occur when consulting news on COVID-19. As 

previously noted, reducing uncertainty has been 

related to well-being benefits during COVID. 

However, if one’s behaviors go beyond reducing 

uncertainty, such that one consults news outlets 

too often, those behaviors may fuel, rather than 

alleviate, distress. The process of seeking out 

information about COVID may be especially 

detrimental given the copious amounts of  

conflicting and intimidating information circulating 

in mainstream news. Furthermore, COVID-19 

misinformation (or “fake news”) appears to be 

pervasive in both news outlets and on social 

media.52 Thus, researchers have sought to explain 

how or why people fall prey to misinformation, as 

well as suggesting strategies to combat the 

spread of misinformation.53

Circumstantial Factors. Circumstantial or demo-

graphic factors have also been found to be risk 

factors for worse well-being during COVID-19.

Demographic Factors. Researchers have 

identified a number of demographic variables  

as risk factors for worse well-being during the 

pandemic. For example, a French study of  

participants who were surveyed three times 

during the pandemic found multiple demographic 

risk factors. Those who spent more hours working 

from home lived in Paris and were blue-collar 

workers (whose COVID-19 rate was 11% compared 

to the population average of 6%) reported worse 

well-being.54 The researchers noted that the 
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health and well-being inequalities found in France 

were concentrated among blue-collar workers, 

rather than just low-income earners in general, 

highlighting occupation-specific inequalities. 

Moreover, the low levels of well-being reported 

among those living in Paris could have been due 

to small living spaces, the lack of green spaces, 

and being surrounded by local attractions  

(e.g., museums, theatres, cafes) but being unable 

to enjoy them.

Vulnerable Groups. A number of populations 

are disproportionately experiencing worse 

well-being (or greater distress) due to COVID-19. 

For example, not surprisingly, those facing  

adversities (e.g., financial insecurity, food insecurity, 

inability to access proper medication) during the 

pandemic may be at greater risk for worse 

well-being. In a large sample of 35,784 U.K. adults 

surveyed weekly from April 1 to April 28, 2020, 

having a larger number of worries about adversities 

each week and the actual number of adversities 

faced each week were associated with greater 

anxiety and depression.55 Parallel findings come 

from the study of more than 50,000 U.K. adults, 

whereby those with low socioeconomic status 

encountered more severe depressive symptoms.56 

Furthermore, in another study, people with high 

COVID-19 stressor scores coupled with lower 

social and economic resources had relatively 

greater odds of reporting depressive symptoms.57 

It is unclear, however, whether the pandemic is 

contributing to and exacerbating the low well-being 

of individuals who were experiencing adversities, 

abuse, or other forms of suffering before it started, 

or whether these experiences are consequences 

of the pandemic. Future research is vital to 

disentangle the directionality of these effects.58 

Social connection and loneliness  
during COVID-19

Given that much of the world has been physically 

distancing for the better part of 2020, feelings of 

social connection and loneliness during COVID-19 

have been a popular topic of study. As such, 

similar to work on which factors have predicted 

well-being during the pandemic (see above), 

parallel research has explored how social  
connection and loneliness may have shifted 

during the pandemic and what factors might 

predict positive and negative changes. For example, 

among 654 Prolific participants in a relationship 

who were surveyed before (December 2019) and 

during the pandemic (March and April 2020), 

relationship satisfaction remained unchanged.59  

In a study of 500 U.S. adults surveyed between 

March 27 and April 5, 2020, people who resided  

in areas with stay-at-home restrictions reported 

relatively more loneliness; however, describing 

COVID as having a great impact on their lives was 

associated with less loneliness and greater per-

ceptions of social support.60 A study of over 1,500 

participants in the U.S. assessed before and 

during the pandemic (i.e., from early February  

to mid-March and mid-April, 2020) partially 

replicated this finding, such that participants did 

not report any changes in loneliness but did 

report increases in perceived social support.61 

Feelings of connectedness declined slightly in the 

sample of undergraduates in Canada surveyed 

before and during the pandemic. Still, they felt 

connectedness did not change—and loneliness 

actually decreased—during the same time period 

in a sample of community adults, mostly in the 

U.S. and U.K.62

Protective factors and risk factors for social 
connection and loneliness

Similar to the literature on well-being, investigators 

have explored the protective and risk factors for 

social connection during COVID-19 (see Figure 

6.2). In light of research on the importance of 

social connection for health and well-being both 

before and during the pandemic, understanding 

the ways in which social connection may be 

promoted or thwarted is essential.63

Protective factors for social connection  
and less loneliness

Psychological Characteristics. Several psychological 

characteristics, such as pre-existing mental health 

conditions, have been shown to be protective of 

social connection and loneliness during COVID-19.

Pre-Existing Mental Health Conditions. Contrary 

to expectations, some research has identified 

pre-existing mental health conditions as protective 

of social connection and loneliness during the 
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pandemic. An investigation of 3,077 U.K. adults 

surveyed three times during the pandemic 

demonstrated that those with pre-existing mental 

health conditions actually decreased in loneliness 

over the three waves of data collection.64 This 

finding may be accounted for by ceiling effects 

for loneliness or by these distressed participants 

receiving relatively more attention and social 

support. However, more research is needed on 

whether and how other mental health conditions, 

such as anxiety and substance use disorders,  

may put people at risk for loneliness or poor 

relationship quality.

Social Factors. Because social connection and 

loneliness are inherently social constructs, they 

have been found, not surprisingly, to be protected 

by a number of social factors during the pandemic.

Engaging in Distancing. One potential source 

of changes in social connection is distancing 

guidelines, which have confined people to their 

homes, limited their in-person social interactions, 

and led to the use of electronic meetings as a 

substitute. Indeed, most people are abiding  

by these guidelines. In a sample of 683 U.S. 

adolescents surveyed in March 2020, 98% reported 

engaging in at least a little distancing.65 Among 

467 Canadian undergraduates and 336 adults 

mostly from the U.S. and U.K. surveyed in April 

2020, 99% and 93% reported practicing distancing, 

respectively.66 However, surprisingly, the correlations 

between engaging in distancing and measures of 

social connection (i.e., connectedness, loneliness) 

were null.67 In light of evidence that social  

connection and loneliness have largely remained 

unchanged and in some instances have improved— 

and that more distancing is not associated  

with less felt social connection or with more 

loneliness—the worry that physical distancing is 

Figure 6.2: Social connection and loneliness during COVID-19
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impeding connection for the majority of people 

may be unfounded.68 Recent studies suggest that 

it may be possible, through the internet and other 

means, to maintain social closeness while being 

physically separated.

Features of the Household. Social distancing 

has forced people to remain in their homes, 

sheltering with their household members. In a 

sample of 38,217 U.K. participants surveyed 

between March 31 and May 10, 2020, those who 

lived with others had 75% lower odds of being 

lonely compared to those living alone.69 However, 

in a pair of studies, household size (including 

living alone) was not related to changes in  

perceptions of social connection from before to 

during the pandemic.70 Similarly, in a study of 888 

elderly adults from Lower Austria surveyed once in 

Spring 2019 and again in Spring 2020, people living 

alone also did not report increases in loneliness.71 

Notably, these results may be explained by 

self-selection effects, such that individuals who 

choose to live alone may have unique personality 

characteristics or social resources that help them 

weather stay-at-home policies.

However, one feature of household composition 

does seem to matter, and that is whether one has 

a partner. In the two studies conducted with 

undergraduates and community-dwelling adults, 

respectively, those living with a partner reported 

feeling relatively more socially connected during 

the early phases of the pandemic.72 Mirroring 

these findings, the study of 1,964 participants 

from Prolific found that those who were married 

or cohabiting had lower odds of being lonely.73

Cooper and colleagues (2020) assessed social 

distancing, personality, and relationships with 

household members in a single study. They found 

an overall effect, such that the longer people were 

social distancing, the higher their relationship 

quality with their household members. However, 

this effect was pronounced for those higher in 

agreeableness; as social distancing increased, 

more agreeable people reported better relationship 

quality with people in their household, particularly 

their children and partners.

Types of Relationships. In addition to the 

association between the composition of one’s 

household and feelings of connection, researchers 

have also examined time spent with specific 

people (or pets) and feelings of connection 

during COVID-19. For example, in a study of  

1,054 Canadian adolescents surveyed between 

April 4 to 16, 2020, spending more time with 

family and friends was predictive of lower levels 

of loneliness.74 Moreover, those who had a larger 

group of close friends were 42% less likely to be 

in the loneliest group.75

Furthermore, owning a pet during the pandemic 

has been shown to be protective for mental 

health and a buffer against loneliness. In a study 

of 5,926 U.K. adults from April 16 to May 31, 2020, 

those who owned a pet indicated smaller increases 

in loneliness during the pandemic compared to 

those who did not own a pet, regardless of pet 

type.76 Similar results were found in a sample of 

384 Australian adults between May 5 to 13, 2020, 

whereby owning dogs, but not cats, was protective 

of loneliness during the pandemic.77 However, 

qualitative analyses showed that both dog and 

cat owners reported their pets as helping with 

their feelings of connection and loneliness during 

the pandemic.

Prosocial Behavior. A common way that 

people connect with others is by helping or 

supporting them.78 In fact, recent research on 

prosocial behavior during the pandemic has 

revealed improvements in social connection for 

those who engage in acts of kindness. For example, 

389 Prolific participants recruited on April 16 to 17, 

2020, and 1,234 Prolific participants recruited on 

April 24 to 30, 2020, reported greater well-being 

(i.e., positive affect) after spending money on 

others during the pandemic.79 Similarly, a study 

from the U.S. and Canada of 1,028 participants 

ages 18 to 19 reported that those who engaged in 

more prosocial activities (i.e., formal volunteering, 

support provision, support receipt) reported 

greater social satisfaction on the days in which 

these activities occurred.80

Time Use. Given that people around the world 

have been encouraged to physically distance, 

there are many ways in which people can spend 

their time during stay-at-home or lockdown 

orders that protect their feelings of social  

connection and loneliness.

Using Digital Media to Connect. Because 

people are physically distancing, some may be 

turning towards digital means to connect with 
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others. In a study of 1,374 U.S. adults aged 18 to 

82 from April 4 to 8, 2020 (average age = 46), 

participants reported increases in digital  

communication: 43% increase in texting, 36% 

increase in voice calls, 35% increase in social 

media, and 30% increase in video calls.81 Those in 

the youngest quartile of the sample were more 

likely to increase their digital communication use 

compared to other age groups. In addition, data 

from a Gallup/Knight Foundation survey from 

April 14-20, 2020, demonstrated that 74% of users 

found social media to be “very” or “moderately” 

important for remaining connected with people 

they are unable to see during the pandemic. In 

the same dataset, women (81%) were more likely 

to find social media to be important for connection 

in comparison to men (66%).82 Furthermore, in a 

study of 2,165 Belgian adolescents surveyed 

between April 16-30, 2020, lonely adolescents 

were more likely to use social media to cope with 

their loneliness.83 Thus, adults and adolescents 

appear to be increasing their use of digital media, 

including texting and social media, as a means to 

connect during the pandemic.

Daily Activities. Researchers have examined 

how individuals have been spending their time 

during the pandemic and how such time use may 

boost social connection and alleviate loneliness. 

For example, in a study of 1,054 Canadian  

adolescents surveyed between April 4-16, 2020, 

spending more time with family, friends and 

engaging in physical activity were all predictive of 

lower levels of loneliness.84 A study by Wray-Lake 

and colleagues (2020) used latent profile analysis 

of how 555 U.S. adolescents spent their time 

during a typical day, and they found that support 

from family and friends likely influenced how 

adolescents spent their time. For example, “media 

users” had relatively lower family support but 

more friend support, those labeled “education- 

focused” had higher family support and lower 

friend support, and those labeled “work-focused” 

spent relatively more time with friends in person. 

Thus, the types of relationships or social support 

that people have may influence the kinds of daily 

activities they engage in during the pandemic.

Circumstantial Factors. Demographic factors—

such as one’s age—may be protective of social 

connection and feelings of loneliness.

Demographic Factors. Similar to the research 

on age and well-being, mixed evidence has 

emerged regarding whether age is a risk or 

protective factor for social connection and  

loneliness. For example, elderly adults in Lower 

Austria revealed a slight increase in loneliness 

during the pandemic.85 However, other research 

demonstrated that loneliness during COVID-19  

has decreased with age, with young adults being 

4 to 5 times more likely to be lonely compared  

to those who are over 65 years old.86 Thus,  

additional research is needed to identify whether 

age is a protective or risk factor for social  

connection and loneliness.

Risk factors for worse social connection  
and loneliness

Psychological Characteristics. Several psychological 

characteristics have been shown to be potential 

risk factors for worse social connection and 

increased loneliness during COVID-19.

Personality. Researchers have investigated 

which personality traits—especially extraversion—

may adversely factor in people’s experiences 

during the pandemic. In the study that sampled 

undergraduates and adults from before to during 

the pandemic (i.e., January/February to April 

2020), although extraverts fared relatively worse 

in terms of felt social connection as the pandemic 

got underway, the pattern of results suggested 

that they declined more in connection only 
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because they started far higher than did introverts 

before the pandemic.87 Thus, future work is 

needed to determine whether extraversion is truly 

a risk factor.

Pre-Existing Mental Health Conditions.  
Research during the pandemic has also revealed 

that those living with pre-existing mental health 

conditions may be at a higher risk for loneliness. 

For example, those with clinical levels of major 

depressive disorder were nearly twice as likely to 

report being lonely during the pandemic, signaling 

that such individuals may be disproportionately 

affected.88 Similarly, those with mental health 

conditions (e.g., clinical depression, anxiety) were 

more than five times as likely to fall in the loneliest 

group in the sample.89 Thus, pre-existing mental 

health conditions present a risk vis-à-vis people’s 

sense of social connection and loneliness during 

the pandemic. 

Social Factors. A number of social factors during 

the pandemic have also been revealed as risk 

factors for worse social connection and greater 

loneliness during COVID-19.

Engaging in Distancing. In most countries, 

people have been engaging in distancing behavior. 

The reasons reported for engaging in distancing 

may shed light on some of the negative experi-

ences observed during the pandemic. The study 

of 683 adolescents in the U.S. assessed in late 

March 2020 revealed the following reasons for 

following distancing guidelines to be most  

common: not wanting to become ill, preferring  

to stay home regardless of the pandemic, not 

wanting to be judged by peers, and pressure from 

parents.90 Interestingly, when parents compelled 

distancing, the adolescents reported greater 

belongingness. However, when the adolescents 

were told to distance by peers or when they were 

worried about being judged for not distancing, 

they reported greater depressive and anxiety 

symptoms, respectively. Although these findings 

are correlational, they suggest that who instructs 

adolescents to keep their distance may impact 

their psychological outcomes; thus, this work may 

inform how best to communicate important 

health practices to maximize adherence, social 

connection, and psychological well-being.

Features of the Household. Because lockdown 

and distancing measures forced people to shelter 

in their homes, whether, with family members, 

roommates, in a senior living facility, or alone, 

household size has been of interest to researchers 

as a factor potentially influencing feelings of 

connection or loneliness. Some studies have also 

examined how felt social connection has changed 

over the course of COVID-19 as a function of the 

size of one’s household. Mixed findings have 

emerged when examining the relationship between 

household size or living alone and reports of 

social connection. For example, in a sample of 

1964 Prolific participants, living alone was related 

to more than double the risk for loneliness, yet in 

a sample of 336 Prolific participants, living alone 

was unrelated to loneliness.91

Time Use. How people choose to spend their time 

in response to distancing recommendations can 

serve as risk factors for feelings of reduced social 

connection and greater loneliness.

Using Digital Media to Connect. Although 

many individuals are using digital media to 

connect during COVID-19, it is important to note 

that not everyone has access to the internet. 

Nguyen and colleagues (2020) addressed digital 

inequality, which highlights that some people  

did not have the same access to and skills using 

the internet before the pandemic, and how  

this inequality may be exacerbated during the 

pandemic.92 For example, some households may 

not have access to Wi-Fi, or older adults may 

have trouble navigating technology, which may 

put such individuals at risk both socially and 

physically. More work should be done to assess 

digital inequality during the pandemic and how  

it may impact social connection and loneliness 

during the pandemic.

Some households may not have 
access to Wi-Fi, or older adults 
may have trouble navigating  
technology, which may put such 
individuals at risk both socially 
and physically.
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Circumstantial Factors. A number of circumstantial 

factors—such as one’s age, occupation, or  

membership in a vulnerable group—may increase 

the likelihood of worse social connection and 

increased feelings of loneliness.

Demographic Factors. Some demographic 

variables may put certain people at risk for lower 

social connection or greater loneliness. For 

example, healthcare workers may be at increased 

risk for isolation and stigma because friends and 

family may choose to avoid them due to the 

increased risk of COVID-19 exposure that their 

profession involves.93 In addition, the elderly are 

at high risk for contracting the disease and thus, 

should practice physical distancing to preserve 

their health. However, despite their vulnerability, 

some research has shown that they are no more 

likely to isolate than any other age group.94 A 

study of elderly adults in Lower Austria revealed a 

slight increase in loneliness during the pandemic.95 

However, research in the U.K. found that adults 

between the ages of 18 and 59 were more likely to 

be lonely compared to adults 60 and older.96 

Future work is needed to reconcile these conflicting 

findings with regard to age—for example, by 

uncovering critical moderators (e.g., culture, 

occupation type, and living situation).x

Vulnerable Groups. Theory and research 

suggest that vulnerable populations are especially 

at risk for poor connection, social isolation, and 

loneliness. Because some individuals were at risk 

for social isolation even before the pandemic, 

researchers have highlighted specific populations 

that must be studied further, such as those living 

with a chronic illness. Those with chronic conditions, 

such as HIV, tend to have smaller social networks 

(even prior to the pandemic) due to social stigma, 

leading to isolation; hence, these individuals may 

be especially at risk for isolation during the 

pandemic.97 Furthermore, a review of the  

literature on disease containment strategies from 

1946 to 2020 revealed that children are particularly 

vulnerable to loneliness and social isolation, which 

in turn increases their risk for depression and 

anxiety between 3 months to 9 years later.98 

Another review of articles published on isolation 

during a variety of public health crises (e.g., 

COVID-19, Ebola, SARS) found empirical research 

on the impact of social isolation on disadvantaged 

and vulnerable groups largely lacking.99 Thus, it is 

critical for future researchers to investigate what 

factors impact connection in disadvantaged or 

vulnerable groups, such as people of color, those 

with pre-existing conditions, and marginalized 

and low-income individuals.

Future directions

Although a wealth of data is rapidly distributed 

and published on people’s psychological experi-

ences during the pandemic, much of the research 

has focused on relatively Western, Educated, 

Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic (WEIRD) 

populations, which limits the generalizability of 

these findings.100 As such, future investigators 

should strive to replicate the current findings in 

BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and People of Color) 

and non-WEIRD populations. Furthermore, by 

necessity, most of the research on people’s 

responses to COVID-19 is correlational, which 

means that several plausible alternative explana-

tions could be advanced for each of the findings 

reported here. Researchers may also wish to 

explore the many nuances that remain untested, 

including how and when such factors interact with 

one another as the pandemic progresses, as well 

as how they might be moderated by individual 

differences or contextual variables.

Moreover, researchers are only beginning to 

understand how to improve well-being and 

connection during these challenging times.  

For example, few interventions have been  

conducted during the pandemic with the aim  

of making people happier and more socially 

connected. Given the need to remain at home, 

digitally delivered mental health support  

(e.g., via telehealth or with locally trained mental 

health providers) and self-administered well-being 

interventions (for example, prompting people to 

practice mindfulness, gratitude, or kindness may 

serve as powerful tools to improve well-being 

during the pandemic).101 However, such  

interventions need to be validated and tailored  

to the realities and challenges specific to  

COVID-19. Furthermore, research on the most 

vulnerable and disadvantaged populations— 

including both cross-sectional research and 
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intervention research—is largely lacking, and a 

great deal more needs to be done to help those 

most at risk.

Conclusion

As the pandemic persists and surges in COVID-19 

cases recur, it is critical to continue to closely and 

regularly examine the causes, antecedents, and 

consequences of shifts in well-being and social 

connection in 2021 and beyond. Accumulating 

research has shown that the pandemic has led to 

increases in negative psychological outcomes, 

such as depression and anxiety, for a large portion 

of the population. However, many people are 

arguably faring better than expected, with some 

reporting increases in life satisfaction and felt 

social connection. Researchers have identified 

multiple factors that may account for individual 

differences in well-being and social connection 

across the globe, such as seeking out COVID-19 

-related information, experiencing flow during the 

pandemic, using social media, being from a 

vulnerable population, living with a partner, and 

having positive psychological characteristics like 

gratitude or resilience. However, before effective 

interventions to improve well-being and social 

connection globally can be recommended, much 

more research is needed. With the wealth of 

information already published and more on the 

horizon, researchers, policymakers, and health 

officials must continue to rely on empirical data  

to inform interventions and policies that aim to 

balance physical health with a focus on maintaining 

or boosting the well-being and social connection 

of people around the globe.
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